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Abstract — The huge amount of multidimensional data
everyday becomes bigger and more complex. For these
reasons, data analysis of multivariate data becomes very
difficult. In this paper, we present a visualization technique
for multidimensional data sets named Parallel Coordinates as
a technique for exploratory data analysis. The paper
describes the technique and its applications. We present
several examples of technique successful application as a tool
for visual data analysis of the multivariate data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers require more and more efficient ways to
analyze and interpret large amount of information, as large
multivariate datasets become increasingly common. The
visualization methods are very efficient when displaying
multidimensional and multivariate datasets. The
multivariate dataset is an N-dimensional set E with
elements described by ei = (xi1, xi2,..., xin). Each
observation xij is usually independent of the other
observations and, observations, in nature, may be discrete
or continuous, or may take nominal values.
Several techniques have been proposed for multivariate
data representation. They include axes reconfiguration
techniques (such as Parallel Coordinates and glyphs);
dimensional embedding techniques (such as dimensional
stacking and worlds within worlds); dimensional subsetting (such as scatter-plots) and dimensional reduction
techniques (such as multidimensional scaling, selforganizing maps and principal component analysis).
In this paper we describe the multidimensional
visualization technique called Parallel Coordinates. The
idea for this technique comes from multi-dimensional
geometry, which frustrates researchers by the absence of
visualization. The question was “How to see geometry
without the benefit of the picture?” The 2D or 3D
Descartes coordinate systems couldn’t solve the
multidimensional problems. Inserberg proposed the use of
a multidimensional coordinate system based on Parallel

real line R (labeled x1 , x 2 , ... x n ) are placed
equidistant and perpendicular to the X-axis (Figure 1).
They correspond to the axes of the Parallel Coordinates
system that represents the Euclidian N-dimensional space
R n [1]. All axes have the same positive orientation as the y__

C = {C , C ,....C } is

1
2
n
axis. The complete polygonal line
represented by the segments between the axes [1]. In this
way, a 1-1 correspondence is established between points in

R n and planar polygonal lines in Parallel Coordinates
systems (Figure 1). This is the efficient way to place a
large number of axes and to visualize the multivariate
relations or multidimensional objects. This technique is
introduced by Inserberg and Dimsdale during the 19771980's. In the early 90's, Parallel Coordinates was used as a
two-dimensional technique for multidimensional data sets
representation [2]. The technique has been enhanced
during the next few years. Researchers have been working
on improving this technique for better data investigation
and easier user-friendly interaction by adding data
clustering [3], brushing [1; 8], etc. With these
improvements, Parallel Coordinates becomes very efficient
technique for visualization relationships between
designated neighboring dimensions.

Figure 1 Representation of a point c in a Parallel
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II. PARALLEL COORDINATES AS VISUALIZATION TOOL
Parallel Coordinates technique is one of the most
efficient techniques for visualization of the large scale
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data. It can be used to show multidimensional points that
reside at the same poly-line which intersect at specific
points between the vertical axes. It is very useful in
preventing collisions such those in the air traffic and
anytime where positive or negative correlations can be
assumed. Crossing axis in opposite order shows negative
correlation.
The first and more widespread application of Parallel
Coordinates is exploratory data analysis (EDA) for
discovering of data subset relations. If the dataset have M

becomes a line in Parallel Coordinates (a poly line if we
have more than two dimensions). Also, an ellipse in
Cartesian coordinate maps into a line hyperbola in Parallel
Coordinates (Figure 2 (a, b)). In general the point conic in
Cartesian coordinates becomes a line conic in Parallel
Coordinates. Also, the rotation in the Cartesian becomes
translation in Parallel Coordinates.

M

items, the subsets may be one of the 2 . Searching a
dataset with M items for interesting properties is very hard.
But, our eyes can discriminate in a good data
representation and navigate the discovery process. Good
representation of datasets with M variables should preserve
information and give good results for M (any) number of
variables.
Parallel Coordinates transform multivariate relations
into 2D patterns. These patterns are suitable for analysis
and data exploration – searching for a clue in many
dimensions. Even there are usually developed specialized
queries to find patterns, they still could not handle all
encountered situations. The requirement for successful
exploratory data analysis needs to have an informative
representation without the loss of data, good choice of
queries and skillful interaction with the display.
III. ADVENTAGES AND DISADVENTAGES OF THE PARALLEL
COORDINATES TECHNIQUE
The main advantage of Parallel Coordinates technique is
that the number of data dimensions is restricted only by the
horizontal resolution of the screen. But, as the axes get
closer it may become more difficult to perceive structures
or data relations. Another advantage is that the correlations
between variables in the dataset can be spotted easily.
P reduction of the amount of useful information when
the level of clutter is present in the visualization is one
disadvantage of the technique. There are other limitations
of this technique. First of all, readability and efficiency of
plots suffer when it is necessary to display a large data-set.
In this case, there are problems with the high density
representations. These problems cause the loss of speed
and interactions, elements overlapping and reduced
readability of visual representation of aggregated data
because the objects are drown one over another.
IV. WHAT REALLY REPRESENT THE PARALLEL
COORDINATES TECHNIQUE?
The Parallel Coordinates technique can be considered as
a generalization of two-dimensional Cartesian technique.
The axes in Parallel Coordinates are drawn parallel to each
other. We can draw as many axes as we want, so we can
represent the points of dimensionality larger than three.
Instead of using a “dot” to represent the location, a “line”
is used to connect the coordinates of the point on the axRs.
In this way the points become lines. In Parallel
Coordinates plots, the dual points are lines and the dual
lines are points. A point in the Cartesian coordinates

Figure 2 a) Parallel Coordinates with lines [1]

Figure 2 b) Hyperbola in Parallel Coordinates – envelope
of its points [1]
Parallel Coordinates representations can provide
statistical data interpretations. In the statistical setting, the
following interpretations can be made: For highly negative
correlated pairs, the dual line segments in Parallel
Coordinates tend to cross near a single point between the
two Parallel Coordinates axes. Parallel or almost parallel
lines between axes indicate positive correlation between
variables. In this way, most common objectives to this
technique are to represent the dependency on the order to
the axes to identify the relations between variables.
But, when using the Parallel Coordinates as tools for
EDA growth, researchers use the brushing mechanism and
the grand tour which allow fast calculation and application
of colors and saturation. Fua [4] proposed hierarchical
Parallel Coordinates based on hierarchical clustering to
create a multi-revolutionary view of data enabling data
exploration at varying levels of details. Also, it “uses data
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aggregation technique to collapse data into clusters”.
Novotny [14] uses a binning algorithm based on a k-means
clustering approach for creating aggregate Parallel
Coordinates visualization [2]. All these approaches give
good results for presenting static data, but not for timevarying data. Some improvements of these techniques were
made with interaction techniques [1].
Basic approaches for efficient working with Parallel
Coordinates are the possibility for supporting logical
operations. Parallel Coordinates explorer [2] allows some
aggregated poly-lines on the axes by averaging the values
of all axes. The example for conventional brushing of cars
data by the origin country is shown on Figure 3 and the
reduction to one average car for each country manufacturer
is shown on the Figure 4.

according data selection. Some examples of 3D Parallel
Coordinates are shown on the Figure 5.

Figure 5 3D Parallel Coordinates visualization
examples – Interactive 3D visualization technique [16]
VI. PARALLEL COORDINATES AS EDA TOOL
The Parallel Coordinates technique is implemented in
many applications, like XmdvTools [8], Matlab [9], GGobi
[10], Parallel Coordinate Explorer [11] and many others
[16]. These applications enable Cooridinates to be used as
a tool for EDA.
Parallel Coordinates as a tool for exploratory data
analysis commonly is used for satellite data analysis. For
example, the analysist uses query to find patterns for
water’s edge. Figure 6 shows the visualization with
Parallel Coordinates, where the water region due to density
differences can be seen. Figure 7 shows the process of
finding regions with vegetation [1].

Figure 3 Brushing Parallel Coordinates, all cars with
four cylinders are marked and emphases

Figure 6 Using Parallel Coordinates with helping queries
that select data. On the right figure, the found water
regions are shown.

Figure 4

Reading between the lines: visualizing a
positive correlation [13]

V. 3D PARALLEL COORDINATES
The Parallel Coordinates technique provides the
possibility to display and analyze many data dimensions in
a Parallel Coordinates system in 2-D plane. To provide
spatial information, the parallel axes can be extended into
the third dimension. In this case, data lines are ordered
according to their real physical position, depending by the
problem which is visualized. Data selection can be done in
Parallel Coordinates by defining data ranges in different
data dimensions using sliders displayed on the axes.
Selected data parts are displayed using line color, color
groups, or min/max or average lines defined by the

Figure 7 Parallel Coordinates –for finding regions with
vegetation
Parallel Coordinates as a tool for exploratory data
analysis are also used for analysis of financial data
obtained with compound queries. In Figure 8, the gold
prices are compared with quotes of other money value
(Sterling, Dmark, Yen) by week on Mondays, month and
year. Figure 9 represents extraction of the gold prices in
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1986, where gold price jumped in the second week of
august. The correlation between low Dmark and gold price
range is obvious.

analyzing local government data [12]. The figure
represents data for quantity of building space for living and
working place, depending of urban zone. This
representation helps menagers in the process of decision
making for creating infrastucture plan in the city. Data is
taken from building data warehouse for three years from
city in Macedonia.
VII. CONCLUSION

Figure 8 Financial data presented in Parallel Coordinates.
Quotes by Week-on Mondays, Month, Year – the first 3
axis fix the date [1]

The effective exploratory data analysis of great volume
of multidimensional data demands some specific data
visualization techniques for analyzing a complex and huge
databases. Because of the possibility to pose many axes in
2-D surface and some interactive technique, Parallel
Coordinate is a very useful technique for exploratory data
analysis.
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